Further deliberation on Petition 09-01

Commissioner Mohr moves that the Commission go into Executive Session to further deliberate on Petition 09-01. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Bland. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – Yes, Francisco – yes).

Decision on Petition 09-01

Commissioner Bemis starts to read a statement and moves, as a preliminary matter, that the Commission come out of executive session and that the minutes reflect that the only matter discussed in executive session was the record in the proceeding titled Petition 09-01 – In the Matter of the Petition for Review of the Director’s Action General
Permit No. MK001DRY1. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Bland. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – Yes, Francisco – yes).

Commissioner Bemis continues reading the statement and moves that the Commission vote to affirm conditions 2, 3, 5, and 10 as reasonable and not beyond the requirements of 19.10.3.301. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Mohr. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – yes, Francisco – yes).

Commissioner Bemis also moves that the Commission affirm as reasonable and not an abuse of discretion, the Director’s determination that Ree-Co’s proposed deep drilling activity is a “minimal impact mining operation,” and the Director’s determination that Ree-Co’s proposed deep drilling activity should be processed under a minimal impact exploration (302) permit or a regular exploration (402) permit. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Wunder. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – yes, Francisco – yes).

After reading more of the statement Commissioner Bemis moves that the Commission vote to reject Ree-Co’s claim that the General Mining Law of 1872 preempts the Director from applying the Mining Act and Mining Commission regulations to Ree-Co’s proposed operation. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Mohr. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – yes, Francisco – yes).

Commissioner Bemis also states that in accordance with NMAC 19.10.14.1441(C), he moves that the Commission direct its counsel in this proceeding to prepare a written order memorializing the Commission’s decision announced today within 45 days from today’s date. He further moved that the Commission schedule a meeting soon thereafter for the purpose of approving the written order. The Motion is seconded by Commissioner Mohr. **Motion passes unanimously on a roll call vote 6-0** (Leavitt - yes, Bemis - yes, Bland – yes, Wunder – yes, Mohr – yes, Francisco – yes).

The Commission set the next meeting for May 3rd, 2010. The meeting was adjourned about 1:45 PM.
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